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MILWAUKEE - It was one of the greatest victories for American democracy in years when
Donald Trump and Paul Ryan were forced to pull their dangerous health care replacement bill
just minutes before the scheduled vote.

  

Against all odds, and without power in Washington, average citizens stopped Trump and Ryan
dead in their tracks!

  

A few short months ago, pundits thought that the repeal of the Affordable Care Act was a
foregone conclusion. If it was not for the unprecedented democratic resistance in Wisconsin and
across the country, they would have been right.

  

Right-wing talk show hosts are already spinning that the crash and burn of Trump-Ryan Care
had nothing to do with grassroots protests. But it is well known the Republican leadership was
trying to rush the bill through because they were afraid of coming home to face their own
constituents during the next Congressional recess.

  

While this victory should renew our faith in the potential of American democracy, we need to
understand that we won a major battle, but have not yet won the war.

  

I am proud to say that Citizen Action of Wisconsin is leading the charge against the unthinkably
cruel attack on health care rights. We turned up the pressure on House Republicans this week
by holding 10 major organizing actions across Wisconsin.

  

This is far from over. We must gather our energies for the next stage of the fight. We need to
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keep on fighting until we have established health care as a fundamental right in America--once
and for all.

  

******

  

We need your help. We can continue to organize a powerful opposition if we have the
resources.

  

Make an express donation to fund this effort by clicking here.
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